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Colonial Kitchens are manufactured in a state of the art production facility in the Rossendale Valley in the

heartlands of South East Lancashire. 

For the past seven decades we have grown from what started as a local joinery business into one of the

countries leading manufacturers of Kitchen furniture.

Our kitchens offer the widest range of highly attractive furniture designs to make the most of your kitchen. 

The extensive and carefully thought out range offers the broadest range of door, drawer and glazed unit

sizes available enabling combinations to be created that will ensure your kitchen is attractive, 

functional and unique to you, doors are complimented by a range of tasteful handles.

To add that finishing touch we offer a range of internal fitments and accessories for you to create the 

perfect storage environment.

COLONIAL KITCHENS  
PROUD TO BE MADE IN BRITAIN
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FSC
www.fsc.org

FSC   C111732

®

®

The mark of
responsible forestry

British Made Since1868
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OUR ENVIRONMENTAL AND 

CONSUMER CREDENTIALS

We consider ourselves to be an ethical based 

manufacturer whose principles are founded on the 

reduction of our carbon footprint, 

a responsible approach to both quality and the 

satisfaction of our clients.

In meeting the former, we achieved national recognition

via the Green Apple  Award, further reinforced by 

obtaining the ISO 14001 & ISO 50001 standards.

10-Year Guarantee
We are very confident within the quality of the kitchens we manufacture.  

In the unlikely event that any of the units prove defective as a result of faulty design, 
materials or manufacturing processes, during a period of ten years from date of purchase, 

We will replace or repair at our discretion, providing proof of purchase has been retained by the 
original purchaser.

The guarantee applies to units & doors only and excludes colour fade, due to mellowing & sunlight.

Any claims must be made as soon as the fault becomes apparent by the original purchaser, through 
the retailer whom the product was purchased.
Guarantee covers domestic installation only.
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Smooth White (P24) Oyster (P26)

Decor (Wrapped)

Oyster (P46) Oyster (P46)

Integra  (Gloss Lacquers)

Glass Gloss White (P80) Gloss Dakota (P86)Gloss Kashmir Grey Mist(P82)

Haddington (Ash Lacquered)

Anthracite Bleached Stone Glass FjordDeep Lichen Jute Kashmir Midnight Blue Oyster Pastel Storm Grey White(P72)(P72) (P74)(P74) (P72) (P76) Monsoon

Grey Grey(P12) White White(P12) (P8)

(P8/48)

(P12) (P10)GlassChampagne Champagne

Avola (Mfc)

Glass Dakar

Solent (Vinyl)

(P34)

Cologne (Vinyl)

(P24)Glass 

Kashmir (P32) Fjord (P30) (P28)Mussel Oyster White Denim Blue Grey Mist

Gloss Oyster (P84) (P78) (P60)Glass(P60)Oak

Pendle Oak (Timber, Veneers)

Metro (Vinyl)

(P20) Glass Dakar Kashmir (P18)Mussel(P16)(P14) Fjord Oyster (P18)White Denim Blue (P14)Grey Mist

Oyster (P38)(P38) Glass 

Abbey (Vinyl)

Glass Oyster (P40)(P40) Lancaster Oak (P42)

Flaxley (Vinyl)

Lancaster Oak (P38)

Gloss (Lacquered)

(P56)Oyster White (P58)(P52)Glass 

White (P68)Storm GreyKashmir (P70)Oyster Pastel(P66)(P64) Jute Midnight Blue (P62)(P64) Monsoon (P64)

Lancaster Oak (P22)(P22) Glass 

Forma (Vinyl)

(P36)(P36)(P36) Glass Gloss Oyster Gloss White

Solent (Gloss Vinyl)

Kashmir KashmirGrey Mist Grey MistDakota Dakota(P54)(P44)Glass 

Image (Coated Mfc)

(P44)White White(P50) (P52)Oyster Oyster

Integra (Matt Lacquer)

Anthracite FjordDeep Lichen Jute Kashmir Midnight Blue Oyster Pastel Storm Grey White(P90) (P94) (P88) (P92)Bleached Stone (P90)

FjordBleached Stone Deep Lichen

Monsoon

Pendle 
(Ash Lacquered)

Anthracite

Avola (Mfc) - Linea Top Fix Handle (Available March 17)

Image (Coated Mfc) - Linea Top Fix Handle (Available March 17)

(Available March 17)

(Available March 17) (Available March 17)

(Available March 17) (Available March 17)

(Available March 17)

(Available March 17)
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Avola Linea Grey
with Image Linea Grey Mist Gloss
As the name suggests,  Avola Grey is heavily structured,

as if worn by natures oceans.

The wild grain pattern, combined with deep texture

and grey tones combine superbly well with the contrast

of the calm Image Linea Grey Mist Gloss.

The mixing of the gloss unicolour, matt texture and

timber finish is on trend and will remain so, for many

years to come.

Featured is the Linea top fix pull handle adding to the

overall visual appeal.

Worktop: Granite, consult retailer.

Avola Linea Grey Mist Gloss Available March 17.
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Sicily’s Avola region produces bold, strong, rich wines on volcanic soil and is famed for its

light fresh airy appeal.

The Avola range of doors could be said to mirror this assertion, the colours complimenting

each other yet independently cover the spectrum of hues from the rich red brown of Avola

Truffle, light washed pumice of the Avola Grey, the sparkling pinks of Avola Champagne to

the strength of light irradiated by Avola White.

Individually or integrated, the colour pallette affords the opportunity to create 

truly stunning kitchens.

Featured is the Linea top fix handle adding to the overall visual appeal.

Avola Linea White Available March 17.

Avola Linea White
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Avola finishes 

Avola Champagne

Sicily’s Avola region produces bold, strong, rich wines on volcanic soil and is famed for 

its light fresh airy appeal.

The Avola range of doors could be said to compliment each other yet independently 

cover the spectrum of hues from the light washed pumice of the  Avola Grey, the 

sparkling pinks of Avola Champagne to the strength of light irradiated by Avola White.

Individually or integrated, the colour pallette affords the opportunity to create truly 

stunning kitchens.

Avola Grey
Handle Ref: 791

Avola Champagne
Handle Ref: 650/666Handle Ref: 919
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Metro Grey Mist

Cool, calm & sophisticated that’s Metro.
Sleek clean lines in a choice of the latest matt paint effect vinyl colours. 
Metro makes a life bright and airy.
Available in the finishes shown opposite.
Handle Ref: 1300/1303
Worktop: Mystic Pine
Metro Denim Blue & Grey Mist Available March 17.

White OysterKashmir Dakar Mussel Denim Blue Grey MistFjord
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Sleek clean lines in a choice of the latest matt paint effect 

vinyl colours. 

Metro makes a life bright and airy.

Available in the finishes shown below.

Handle Ref: 1030/1032

Worktop: White Sparkle 

Metro Fjord with White

White with Kashmir

White OysterKashmir

Dakar Mussel Denim Blue Grey Mist

Fjord
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Sleek clean lines in a choice of the latest matt paint effect 

vinyl colours.

Metro makes a life bright and airy.

Available in the finishes shown below.

Handle Ref: 1130/1132

Worktop: Coco Bolo 

Metro Mussel

White

White OysterKashmir

Dakar Mussel

Fjord

Denim Blue Grey Mist
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Metro White with Dakar

Sleek clean lines in a choice of the latest matt paint effect vinyl colours.
Metro makes a life bright and airy.

Available in the finishes shown opposite.
Handle Ref: 1030/1032

Worktop: White Sparkle

For lovers of good 
wines a 150mm wide 
wine rack is available 
in all the colourways 
shown opposite.

White OysterKashmir Dakar MusselFjord

20

Denim Blue Grey Mist
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Forma 
Lancaster Oak

Forma Lancaster Oak brings not only a new look

to Colonial but adds modernism on a highly 

attractive finish, emphasising grain structure and

that tactile look adding warmth to your home.

Handle Ref: 923/924

Worktop: See pages 98 - 101 for worktop choice.
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Cologne 
Smooth White
Modern, uncompromising, the

smooth White Cologne kitchen

clears away any doubt who you are.

Create sight lines, which add interest

to the simple form of the Cologne

door.

Handle Ref: 601

Worktop: See pages 98 - 101 for

worktop choice.
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Cologne 
Oyster

Warm, bright and accommodating of all tastes in decor, Cologne Oyster brings a soft 

edge to strong design.

Handle Ref: 602

Worktop: See pages 98 - 101 for worktop choice.
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Solent Denim Blue

Soft tones, combined with the matt paint effect

vinyl, within the Solent door, bringing gentle style to

any home while maintaining clean, smooth, flowing

lines with the curved feature units.

Plant on panels deliver style, elegance and 

sophistication for the discerning.

For those with a flamboyant nature Solent offers

options to mix ‘n’ match the subtle colourways

to create stunning visual effects.

Available in the finishes shown below.

Handle Ref: 930/932

Worktop: See pages 98 - 101 for worktop choice.

Solent Denim Blue & Grey Mist Available March 17.

White

Oyster

Fjord Kashmir

Dakar Mussel

Denim Blue Grey Mist
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Soft tones, combined with the matt paint effect 

vinyl, within the Solent door, bringing gentle

style to any home.

Available in the finishes shown below.

Handle Ref: 740/742

Worktop: See pages 98 - 101 for worktop choice.

Solent Fjord

White

Oyster

Fjord

Kashmir

Dakar Mussel

Curv
ed

 Base
 & 

Wall 
End

 Units
. 

Now
 Avai

lab
le.

Denim Blue Grey Mist
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Solent Kashmir

For lovers of good wines a 150mm wide 
wine rack is available in all the colourways 
shown above.

White

Oyster

Fjord Kashmir

Dakar Mussel

Soft tones, combined with the matt paint effect 

vinyl, within the Solent door, bringing gentle

style to any home.

Available in the finishes shown below.

Handle Ref: 930/932

Worktop: Black Sparkle

Curv
ed

 Base
 & 

Wall 
End

 Units
. 

Now
 Avai

lab
le.

Denim Blue Grey Mist
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Solent Dakar

White

Oyster

Fjord Kashmir

Dakar Mussel

Soft tones, combined with the matt paint effect vinyl, within the 

Solent door, bringing gentle style to any home.

Available in the finishes shown below.

Handle Ref: 1225

Worktop: See pages 98 - 101 for worktop choice.

Curv
ed

 Base
 & 

Wall 
End

 Units
. 

Now
 Avai

lab
le.

Denim Blue

Grey Mist
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Solent Gloss White

Gloss Oyster.

Solent Gloss White can be clinical, tidy or lighten up any corner. 
In a busy life there is always time for reflection.
Solent Gloss door also available in Gloss Oyster.
Handle Ref: 805
Worktop: See pages 98 - 101 for worktop choice.
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Abbey Oyster

Abbey 
Lancaster Oak

Familiar & friendly, bright and clean, subtle colourways presented with a little

detail take the drama out of the kitchen, creating a welcoming home front.

Handle: See pages 102 - 111 for handle choice.

Worktop: See pages 98 - 101 for worktop choice.

38
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Flaxley Oyster

Light, bright and airy, the soft tones of this clean

and modern styling make any house to be proud

of whilst rejecting the rigours of life.

Handle Ref: 471

Worktop: See pages 98 - 101 for worktop choice.
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Flaxley 
Lancaster Oak

Flaxley has established itself as a clean and stylised

Shaker door.

Flaxley Lancaster Oak brings the essence of tradition

in the most modern of formats.

Handle Ref: 913

Worktop: See pages 98 - 101 for worktop choice.
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Image White
Image White is the new White, which in fashion terms keeps 
your kitchen up to the moment in design terms.
Not that White ever goes out of fashion.
Handle Ref: 908
Worktop: Glass, consult retailer.
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Decor Oyster

Fresh and airy, delivering function, form and

flexibility.

This kitchen is for living in.

Handle Ref: 471

Worktop: See pages 98 - 101 for worktop

choice.
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Image Linea Grey Mist Gloss
Image Linea Grey Mist Gloss and contemporary design are a match made in heaven.

Grey is the unicolour of the moment and this Grey Mist Gloss tone, will ensure you 

can still use grey, even in kitchens that are not awash with natural daylight.

Tall open units have been integrated into this design for both storage & access to every

good cooks, recipe book collection.

Featured is the Linea top fix pull handle complimenting the

overall visual appeal.

Worktop: Grey Bardolino Oak

Image Linea Grey Mist Gloss Available March 17
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Image Oyster

Possibly one of the most loved colours around that will both harmonise or 
contrast with a host of colourways, giving flexibility to your design pallet.

Subtle rear fix chrome Pull Handles complete the picture.
Handle Ref: 1030/1033
Worktop:  Avola Grey.
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Image Kashmir

Image Kashmir creates the look of today

but a subtle blend of grey and a touch of

red ensures that this is the kitchen of the

decade.

Blend or contrast to create an expensive

effect that’s highly affordable, durable and

liveable.

Handle: See pages 102 - 111 for handle

choice. 

Worktop: Granite, consult retailer.
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Image DakotaImage Dakota is the latest addition to the Image gloss range.

Created in a tone of grey to set the pulse racing with its striking visual appeal.

Dakota is a designers delight as it fits perfectly into all mediums.

Handle Ref: 963

Worktop: Granite, consult retailer.
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Gloss Oyster

The Gloss range is our flagship of the polished door choice.

Here we show what’s latest in curves, bows and radius post ends, enable a true

softening of this tactile and flowing Oyster kitchen.

The Gloss range doors are truly the best of their kind, bringing a lasting and

luxuriant product for your designer to create from.

Handle Ref: 908

Worktop: Consult retailer
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Gloss White kitchens have always given huge pleasure to those who enjoy clean lines. 

Simplicity or striking decor, both routes are within your grasp. 

Gloss White is complemented with pull handles but left clean, uncluttered and functional.

Internal and external curved units complete the picture. 

The highest quality of gloss available.

Handle Ref 1100

Worktop: Granite, consult retailer
Gloss White
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Pendle Oak
Experience the timeless elegance and beautiful warmth of Pendle Oak.

A luxurious kitchen in every respect, the appeal of Pendle Oak extends 

beyond the inherent beauty of wood. 

Few kitchens offer the owner so much flexibility to craft their kitchen 

to reflect the individuality of their home and lifestyle.

See pages 102 - 111 for handle choice.

Worktop: Granite, consult retailer.
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Pendle Timber Painted

Discerning homeowners have always appreciated care and attention that goes into the creation of a hand painted kitchen.

We have applied the craftsman’s skills to our Pendle kitchen and are delighted to offer it to you in a choice of twelve beautiful
colours, each one inspired by nature’s ever changing moods.

At our specialist paint workshops, the subtle colour tones are over laid onto a lightly brushed Ash body, 
adding not just colour but texture to create a luxurious visual effect.

You can opt for a kitchen in one colour or perhaps combine two colours to create a contrast, 
with Pendle’s Hand Painted range the options are many, and the result is a kitchen as unique and special as you, its owner.

After all, a kitchen that is hand painted to order, is a truly unique kitchen.

Oyster Pastel White

Jute

Midnight Blue Monsoon

Anthracite Bleached 
Stone

Storm 
Grey

KashmirDeep 
Lichen

Fjord
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Pendle Bleached Stone 
with Midnight Blue

This combination of subtle Bleached Stone mixed with the striking

MIdnight Blue looks modern and even contemporary when applied to

the Pendle kitchen where its lustre lends the cabinets, doors and

drawers a tactile appearance and the kitchen an overall look of subtle

yet stunning grandeur.

See pages 102 - 111 for handle choice.

Worktop: Granite, consult retailer
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Pendle Jute

Jute is a highly distinctive and original colour, its light
fawn shade thickened with a shot of soft grey clouds.

A natural earth shade widely favoured by interior 
designers.

Jute lends the Pendle kitchen a tailored look radiating
taste and success on the part of its owner but without 
a hint of ostentation.

Pendle Jute is perfect as a stand alone colour, but looks 
impressive too when mixed with Pendle Oyster, Cream
or Oak finishes.
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Always a popular colour, this excellent white kitchen with open and closed grain doors reflects more than light 

into your home.

Appliances, vases, toasters, food mixers and pictures all spring to life in a white kitchen, so shape and style your 

design, maximise on the sight line with fine detail to create a very special kitchen.

Pendle White
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Pendle Pastel

This beautiful colour has as its base a blend of soft blue tones into which has

been infused a drizzle of silver grey dawn. 

Walk into a Pendle Pastel kitchen and you’ll be stepping into a kitchen that

breathes freshnesss and invigoration.

The effect is enhanced by the inclusion of light fawn coloured decor.

Pendle Oak blends in perfectly with Pendle Pastel whilst the ambiance of the

entire kitchen can be turned up or down by careful choice of colours for the

walls, splashbacks and tiling.
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Elegant, contemporary yet firmly based on 

traditional roots, the Ash timber Haddington

door with vertical angled uprights is available in

our full spectrum of painted finishes shown

below.

Handle Ref: 800.

Worktop: Granite, consult retailer.

Haddington 
Oyster

Oyster

Pastel White

Jute

Midnight Blue Monsoon

Anthracite Bleached 
Stone

Storm 
Grey

Kashmir

Deep 
Lichen

Fjord
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Haddington 
Storm Grey
& Anthracite

Oyster

Pastel White

Jute

Midnight Blue Monsoon

Anthracite Bleached 
Stone

Storm 
Grey

Kashmir

Deep 
Lichen

Fjord
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Haddington 
Fjord

Oyster

Pastel White

Jute Midnight Blue

Monsoon

Anthracite Bleached 
Stone

Storm 
Grey

Kashmir

Deep 
Lichen

Fjord
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Integra Grey Mist Gloss
Integra Grey Mist Gloss within this design, has been subtly mixed with 

Driftwood shelving, worksurface and back splash to create contrast 

between smooth gloss & heavy matt texture.

Simple, however stunning & functional.

Worktop: Driftwood

Integra Grey Mist Gloss Available March 17
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Integra Gloss White has been added by popular

insistence.

This finger pull door brings clean lines and 

style to any configuration.

Hi tech and low tech can be accommodated 

by the creative designer,

encompassing all age groups and most tastes.

Worktop: See pages 98 - 101 for worktop

choice.

To compliment this uncluttered kitchen

while maintaining clean, smooth, flowing

lines internal & external curved units are

available to complete the picture.

Integra
Gloss White

80
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Integra
Gloss Kashmir

Integra Gloss Kashmir really is a 

superior kitchen.

The right shade of grey, with a hint

of fawn deliverers a classical 

elegance to the most fashionable of

doors.

Quality and looks ensure a lifetime

reward for the discerning buyer.

Worktop: Granite, consult retailer.
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Integra
Gloss Oyster

Integra Gloss Oyster is simply the best fingertip

pull door available.

Produced to the same exacting standards as our

other Gloss range doors, with 5 layers of lacquer

each polished as the lustre is built up.

The kitchen delivers style, elegance and 

sophistication for the discerning.

Worktop: See pages 98 -101 for worktop choice.
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Integra Gloss Dakota offers that

certain something extra to your

kitchen.

This moody shade of grey, creates a

freshness and vitality to this very

modern concept. 

Eye catching finger pull doors offer

the chance to create a kitchen with

uncultured clean, smooth lines. 

Worktop: Granite, consult retailer.

Integra
Gloss Dakota
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Integra Fjord
Integra Fjord creates       a highly visual impact for those with an eye for detail in the design.

Available in our full spectrum of lacquered finishes 
shown below.

Worktop: Granite, consult retailer.

Oyster Pastel White

Jute

Midnight Blue Monsoon

Anthracite Bleached 
Stone

Storm 
Grey

KashmirDeep 
Lichen

Fjord
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Integra Bleached Stone & Anthracite 

compliment each other perfectly,

creating a highly visual impact for

those with an eye for design.

Available in our full spectrum of 

lacquered finishes 

shown above.

Worktop: Granite, consult retailer.

Integra 
Bleached Stone & Anthracite

Oyster

Pastel White

Jute

Midnight Blue Monsoon

Anthracite Bleached 
Stone

Storm 
Grey

Kashmir

Deep 
Lichen

Fjord
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Integra 
Matt White

Integra Matt White is clean and

smooth, a contemporary design

with broad appeal in today’s unfussy

world.

Available in our full spectrum of 

lacquered finishes shown opposite.

Worktop: Granite, consult retailer.

Oyster

Pastel

White

Jute

Midnight Blue

Monsoon

Anthracite Bleached 
Stone

Storm 
Grey

Kashmir

Deep 
Lichen

Fjord
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Integra Matt Deep Lichen

Integra Matt Deep Lichen is clean

and smooth, a contemporary design

with broad appeal in today’s unfussy

world.

Available in our full spectrum of 

lacquered finishes shown opposite.

Worktop: Granite, consult retailer.

Oyster

Pastel

White

Jute

Midnight Blue

Monsoon

Anthracite Bleached 
Stone

Storm 
Grey

Kashmir

Deep 
Lichen

Fjord
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AVENTOS HF
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Our Kitchens are manufactured in the most modern production facility

in the UK.

Blum products come as standard in all our kitchens...

This is why our kitchens use Blum fittings. Blum are widely regarded

as manufacturing the best, most innovative kitchen fittings within

the industry. Founded in 1952 in Austria, Blum has grown into a 

€1.5 billion business trading in over 120 countries around the 

world.
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ACCESSORIZE THE LOOK
Co-ordinating splashbacks & upstands are an effective way

to complete and enhance your kitchen design. 

They also remove the need of tiles saving you installation and

maintenance time and money.

LOOK & FEEL REAL
This year’s trends see surfaces go natural, from rustic timber designs

entwined with knots to characterful stone designs enriched with intricate

detail. Our worktop range boasts many of the best ‘natural’ designs

brought to life by realistic surface textures.

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
For high volume traffic kitchens the durability of a worktop is key, for this reason

we have launched a range of Aeon technology enhanced performance laminate

worktops.With 3-5X more wear, scuff and scratch resistance than a standard

laminate combined with improved clarity, colour and fidelity, you can count on

these surfaces to look newer, longer.

Square Edge 3mm Postformed 6mm Postformed 10mm Postformed

Bronzite

Designer Black

Coco Bolo

40mm EDGE PROFILE TYPES

WORKTOP: Colmar OakCABINET: Flaxley Oyster
WORKTOP: Calcutta Marble

CABINET: Integra Anthr
acite

WORKTOP: Mountain LodgeCABINET: Metro Mussel

Our top 3 picks of cabinet and worktop combinations, something to suit each and every style.

Get the look...

One of the, or arguably the most important element of the kitchen is the worktop; it

must live up to the everyday demands of kitchen life while also looking spectacular.

Our collection of work surfaces offers a versatile choice of designs as well as performance

characteristics. From characterful marble prints made of Aeon technology to square

edge rustic timbers, there is a worktop solution suitable for every kitchen environment.

LAMINATE

WORKTOPS
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Recommended Fascia Options:

Integra White, Metro Oyster,

Image Kashmir, Gloss Oyster.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Metro Oyster, Gloss Oyster, Integra

Bleached Stone, Metro Mussel.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Image Oyster, Integra White,

Metro Mussel, Avola Champagne.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Integra Oyster, Image White,

Metro Kashmir, Image Kashmir.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Image White, Image Kashmir,

Avola White, Integra Gloss White.

Designer Black           SQ Mountain Lodge SQ Avola Truffle       SQ Avola Brown Grey      SQ

Recommended Fascia Options:

Pendle Oak, Abbey Lancaster Oak,

Pendle Oyster, Solent Kashmir.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Pendle Oak, Image Gloss Oyster,

Integra Oyster, Solent White.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Metro Oyster, Solent Oyster,

Pendle Pastel, Integra White.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Metro Kashmir, Solent Fjord, Integra

Storm Grey, Integra Anthracite.

Lunar Night              3mm Winter Carnival 3mm Bronzite       3mm Calcutta Marble      3mm

Avola Grey                SQ

Recommended Fascia Options:

Image White, Metro White, Integra

Gloss White, Image Kashmir.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Image Kashmir, Integra Oyster,

Metro Dakar, Metro Mussel.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Metro White, Integra Kashmir,

Integra Gloss White, Image Dakota.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Image Oyster, Integra White,

Metro Mussel.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Metro Kashmir, Integra Kashmir,

Solent Fjord, Integra Deep Lichen.

Driftwood                    SQ Grey Bardolino Oak    SQ Mississippi Pine          SQ Coco Bolo                   SQ Capitol Pine               SQ

AEON AEON AEON AEON

AEON

Aeon Technology

Five designs within the range are superior in surface performance;

manufactured using Aeon Technology, they provide up to 

3-5X more wear, scuff & scratch resistance, making 

them noticeably more durable than standard laminate worktops.

Premier Lux

Premier Square Edge

Winter Carnival Worktop & Upstand

Recommended Fascia Options:

Flaxley Oyster, Image White, Flaxley

Lancaster Oak, Metro Kashmir.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Metro White, Solent Fjord, Pendle

Pastel.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Gloss Oyster, Integra White, Image

Kashmir, Solent Gloss White.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Image White, Solent Dakar,

Metro Mussel, Metro Dakar.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Metro Dakar, Image Kashmir,

Integra White Gloss, Metro Kashmir.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Metro White, Gloss White, 

Integra Gloss Kashmir, Solent Fjord.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Metro Kashmir, Solent Kashmir,

Solent Dakar, Flaxley Oyster.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Metro Mussel, Solent Oyster,

Haddington Oyster, Image Oyster.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Metro White, Metro Kashmir, Integra

Bleached Stone, Integra White.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Pendle Oyster, Flaxley Oyster,

Solent Dakar.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Image Oyster, Solent Mussel, 

Metro Dakar, Solent Gloss White.

Recommended Fascia Options:

Forma Lancaster Oak, Solent Dakar,

Image Oyster, Pendle Jute.

Black Atrium 3mm

Lima         6mm

Black Sparkle            6mm Chaux Sablee Fizzy  10mm White Sparkle          10mm

Brazilia         6mm Oratorio        6mm Colorado Oak           3mm Mystic Pine               3mm

Everest Crystal 3mm

Colmar Oak     3mm Walnut Block     3mm

Kerala 3mm

Recommended Fascia Options:

Metro Dakar, Solent Dakar,

Abbey Oyster, Pendle Oak.

Upstand: 

3m x 100 x 20mm

Splashback: 

3m x 1200 x 9mm

DESIGN TIP

Why not incorporate a

matching upstand or

splashback to create

definition and continuity to

your kitchen worktop.

Colmar Oak Worktop

Lima

Premier Plus

Premier 
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Handles

481

482

483

484

431

432

433

491

603

602

601

700

701 710

705

495

718

716

717

715

338

339

340

Handles

105X

106

104

102

101

437

436

435

452

451

450

471

469

There are 19 optional widths available from

188mm wide to 1185mm wide.

Codes 610 - 628.

610

628

650

There are 18 optional widths available from

197mm wide to 1145mm wide.

Codes 650 - 666.

666

306

307
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806

805
810

870

871

872

811

Handles

775

776

777

765

766

770

745

735

736

737

740

741

742

792

791

795

800

801

790

Handles

781

780

755

760

761

750

751

725

726

727

730

723

722

721

720
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954

955

956

957

958

952

951

953

969

970

971

972

Handles

943

944

925

926

931

930

929

928

927

932

973

974

975

976

977

978

914

915

916

917

913

912

911

935

936

934

933 937

938

939

Handles

942

941

964

965

966

967

968

959

960

961

962

963

918

919

920

921

922

923

924

940

908

909

910906

905

904

901

902

903
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1070

1071

1072

1073

1121

1120

Handles

1111

1112

1110

1113

1200

1201

1205

1206

1207

1208

1035

1030 - 1035 are rear fixing.

1034

1033

1032

1031

1030

1100

1090

1091

1130

1131

1132

Handles

1081

1082

1083

1080

1042
1041

1040

1043

1040 - 1043 are rear fixing.

1140

1150

1010

1011

1012

1020

1021

1022
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1230

1236

Handles

HA 1300

HA 1301

HA 1302

HA 1303

HA 1330

HA 1331

HA 1332

HA 1295

HA 1296

HA 1297

HA 1298

1276

1275

1281

1280

There are 15 optional widths available from

147mm wide to 1197mm wide.

Codes 1250 - 1263 are rear fixing.

1250

1263

In many of our ranges we use wood & veneers, natural materials with a variety of grains and textures, variance must be allowed for. Like timbers, vinyls and M.F.C’s may incur colour change over the years. 

All copyrights reserved. Any person or company reproducing the same in part or in whole, without permission will be liable to prosecution. © E. & O. E. 2017.  Issue 17 - 03

Oak

Midnight Blue

Pastel White

Sanded Oak

Primed Oyster

Fjord

JuteHA991 HA992 HA993

HA999H

HA995

HA999F

HA997 HA998

HA1000

Wooden Knobs 55mm Diameter

AnthraciteHA999A

Bleached StoneHA999B Deep LichenHA999C Storm GreyHA999EKashmirHA999D MonsoonHA999G

Handles

1225

1235

1215

1216

1210 1220

1221

1222

1290

1285
1286

1291

1270

1271

1272

Great care has been taken in the photography of all products which are portrayed in this catalogue. Due to the variables in photographic, reprographic and printing processes, colours may vary from those of the actual products. 

As we have a policy of continued improvement and development, we reserve the right to amend colours, specifications or products without prior notice and without incurring liability. 

Oyster Pastel WhiteOak Jute

FjordMidnight Blue

HA982 HA984

HA990H

HA986

HA990F

HA988 HA989

Wooden Knobs

40mm Diameter

AnthraciteHA990A

Bleached StoneHA990B Deep LichenHA990C Storm GreyHA990E MonsoonHA990GKashmirHA990D


